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What is a Validoo Term? 
The information in Validoo consists of terms. Each terms describes a part of the information connected to the 
product. A term consists of a term name, a term number and a definition 

Exemple: Height 
Termnummer: T4019  
Termnamn: Trade item measurement, height 

Definition: The vertical dimension from the lowest extremity to the highest extremity, including packaging. 

 

Mandatory Terms for Apoteket Supplier Portal 
Listed below are the product attributes mandatory for Apoteket Supplier Portal. Not all attributes are 

mandatory for every product. For each attribute, the products concerned by the attribute are 

described in prerequisites. Each attribute is also described with definition, description and/or code 

value with information from GS1. 

Mandatory terms for all consumer units 

 

Country of origin (T0168) 

 

Consumer storage instructions (T3775) 

 

Consumer usage instructions (T3776) 

 

Trade item marketing message (T3746) 

 

 

 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all consumer units. 

Definition The country code (codes) in which the trade item has been produced or manufactured, according to 
criteria established for the purposes of application of the value may or may not be presented on the 
trade item label. 

Description The attribute is required for all food and beverage products  

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all consumer units. 

Definition Expresses in text the consumer storage instructions of a product which are normally held on the 
label or accompanying the product. This information may or may not be labeled on the pack. 

Description Instructions may refer to a suggested storage temperature, a specific storage requirement. Always 
specify the information in Swedish. 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all consumer units. 

Definition Expresses in text the consumer usage instructions of a product which are normally held on the label 
or accompanying the product. This information may or may not be labeled on the pack. 

Description Instructions may refer to how the consumer is to use the product. This does not include storage, 
food preparations, and drug dosage and preparation instructions. Instructions may be a dietary 
advice, see www.slv.se for approved dietary advice. Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all consumer units. 

Definition Marketing message associated to the trade item. 

Description Always specify the information in Swedish. 

https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t3784-country-code/


Short trade item marketing message (T4233) 

 

Duty free tax rate (T0195) 

 

Price comparison content type code (T0145) 

 

Price comparison measurement (T0147) 

 

Mandatory terms for food products and food supplements 

 

Ingredient statement (T4088)  

 

Nutritional claim (T4193) 

 

 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all consumer units. 

Definition A short marketing message associated to the Trade item 

Description Enter the information in Swedish. The term is used primarily to create short market messages in a 
bullet list, suitable for online systems. 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all consumer units. 

Definition The current tax rate percentage applicable to the trade item. 

Description The tax rate is stated in percent. It is not allowed to complete the field with fill-out zeros or to 
complete the field with zeros after a decimal. 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all consumer units. 

Definition Code indicating how price comparison measurement can be calculated, or what kind of comparison 
of amount that can be made, based on the comparison measurement value 

Description This attribute is mandatory if the trade item is a consumer unit. The three attributes “T0147 Price 
comparison measurement”, “T3780 Unit of measurement for comparison measurement combined 
with T0147” and “T0145 Price comparison measurement code” are used as a basis for calculating the 
price comparison shown to the consumer. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all consumer units. 

Definition The contents of the package when used or, where appropriate, after preparation. 

Description The attribute is used for calculating comparison contents or price. What type of price comparison 
that can be calculated is specified in “T0145 Price comparison measurement code”. This attribute is 
mandatory if the trade item is a consumer unit, to avoid misunderstanding, even if it is the same as 
“T0082 Net content”. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type Food product or food supplements. 

Definition Information on the constituent ingredient make up of the product specified as one string 

Description The attribute is used to specify the ingredients as printed on the package. If the information relates 
to any foodstuff intended for sale in Sweden, the text must follow the rules of the EU-regulation 
1169/2011. 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type Food product or food supplements. 

Definition Free text field. Details on a nutritional claim for a trade item permitted by known regulations 

Description Nutritional claim is regulated by EU-regulation 1169/2011. Nutritional claims should be specified as 
printed on the packaging. Always specify the information in Swedish 

 

https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t0145-price-comparison-content-type-code/
https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t3780-measurement-unit-code/


Preparation state code (T4069) 

 

Daily value intake reference (T4070) 

 

Nutrient basis quantity type code (T3820) 

 

Nutrient basis quantity (T3824) 

 

Daily value intake percentage (T4076) 

 

Nutrient type code (T4073)  

 

 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type Food product or food supplements. 

Description The code value for preparation state controls the nutrient facts being referred to. The nutrient facts 
must be stated for foodstuff when selling it, but can instead, when appropriate, be stated for the 
foodstuff after preparation, on condition that there are sufficiently detailed instructions. It is 
therefore possible to only include the nutrient information for the foodstuff when it is ready to be 
consumed. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type Food product or food supplements. 

Definition The daily value intake base on which the daily value intake per nutrient has been based. 

Description RDI according to the Daily value intake reference specified here is expressed per nutrient in the 
attribute “T4076 Percentage of daily value intake”. Always specify the information in Swedish. 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type Food product or food supplements. 

Definition The type of quantity contained for example measurement, serving size, or container 

Description Nutrient measurement is based on a measurement value for example grams or ounces. Nutrient 
measurement is based on a specified serving amount. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type Food product or food supplements. 

Definition Percentage of daily value intake. 

Description The percentage of daily value intake is expressed relative to “T3824 Nutrient Basis Quantity“, and 
“T4070 Daily value intake reference”. It is recommended that the percentage of daily value intake 
variation is not specified with a greater accuracy than whole per cent. 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type Food product or food supplements. 

Definition The basis amount that a nutrient is measured against when it is not serving size. For example, 120 gr 
in the case of 30 kj per 120 gr. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type Food product or food supplements. 

Definition Code indicating a nutrient that the product contains. 

Description Use codes to express every nutrient specified. The code list is a selection of codes from INFOODS’ 
code list. The selection of codes is recommended for the Swedish market. See also the EU regulation 
1169/2011 on how to specify nutrients. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t4069-preparation-state-code/
https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t3820-nutrient-basis-quantity-type-code/
https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t3780-measurement-unit-code/
https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t4073-nutrient-type-code/


Measurement precision code (T4075) 

 

Quantity contained (T4074) 

 

Mandatory terms for cosmetics and chemicals 

 

Non-food ingredient statement (T5036) 

 

Mandatory terms for products containing allergens 

 

Allergen type code (T4078)  

 

Level of containment code (T4079) 

 

Packaging marked diet allergen code (T4028) 

 

 

 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type Food product or food supplements. 

Definition Code indicating whether the specified nutrient content is exact or approximate. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type Food product or food supplements. 

Definition Measurement value indicating the amount of nutrient contained in the product. 

Code value E14 = kilocalories 
GRM = gram 
KJO = kilojoules  
MC = microgram 
MGM = milligram 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type Cosmetics or Chemicals. 

Definition Information on the constituent non-food ingredient make-up of the product specified as one string. 

Description The attribute is used to specify the ingredients printed on the package. If the ingredients are 
specified for a non-food item and the item is intended to be sold in Sweden then the information 
must follow relevant Swedish legislation and rules 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items containing allergens. 

Definition Code indicating the type of allergen. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items containing allergens. 

Definition Code indicating the level of presence of the allergen or additive. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with dietary or allergen marks. 

Definition Code indicating which dietary or allergen marks that the trade item is marked with. 

Description The attribute may be repeated as many times as needed. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

 

https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t4075-measurement-precision-code/
https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t4078-allergen-type-code/
https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t4079-level-of-containment-code/
https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t4028-packaging-marked-diet-allergen-code/


Allergen statement (T4077) 

  

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with product type containing allergens not listed in term T4078 Allergen 
Type Code. 

Definition Textual description on allergens. 

Description The attribute may only be used to inform about allergens missing in the allergen type code list. If the 
product contains several allergens that are missing in the allergen type code list, then the allergens 
are specified as a string in this attribute. Specify the information in Swedish. 



Other terms mandatory for specific products 

 

Packaging marked label accreditation code (T3777) 

 

Packaging marked free from code (T4031) 

 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items that has accreditation labels. 

Definition A label that the trade item received recognition, endorsement, certification by following guidelines 
by the label issuing agency. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

Prerequisite Mandatory for all items with “free from”-marks. 

Definition Code indicating which free-from marks that the trade item is marked with 

Description The attribute may be repeated as many times as needed. 

Code value Insert predefined codes from GS1, see link here 

https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t3777-packaging-marked-label-accreditation-code/
https://www.gs1.se/en/our-standards/Technical-documentation/code-lists/t4031-packaging-marked-free-from-code/

